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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 3
Script:  Ann Burnett
Story: Dorrith M Sim
 

 Continuing this term’s theme of ‘growing things’, this week Libby and Michael will be 

 looking at the life styles of all sorts of baby animals, from kittens and puppies to elephants 

 and whales.

Poems      
      Cats

   

      Cats sleep

      Anywhere,

      Any table,

      Any chair,

      Top of piano,

      Window-ledge,

      In the middle,

      On the edge,

      Open drawer,

      Empty shoe,

      Anybody’s lap will do,

      Fitted in a 

      Cardboard box,

      In the cupboard

      With your frocks -

      Anywhere!

      They don’t care!

      Cats sleep

      Anywhere.

        

         Eleanor Farjeon

      Secret

      Mrs Kangaroo

      Is it true,

      Are you hiding

      Someone new

      In the pocket

      Part of you?
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      There must be someone

      New and growing,

      His little ears,. 

      Have started showing.

        Beverly McLoughland

 

       Just Like Me

     Cats have fur and lions too,

     Dogs are hairy through and through,

     Cheetahs, camels, squirrels in a tree,

     They’re all hairy -

     Just like me!

     Pigs with skins as smooth as silk,

     Zebras, seals, they all drink milk,

     Giraffes and rhinos, chimpanzees,

     Drink milk too -

     Just like me!

     Mums look after their little ones,

     Cubs and kittens, daughters and sons,

     Puppies, calves, lambs one, two, three,

     When they’re growing,

     Just like me!

     Hippo, hedgehog, rat and hare,

     Tiger, elephant, dog and bear,

     Rabbit, mouse and manatee,

     They’re all mammals,

     Just like me!

        Ann Burnett

Story

 Gran lifted a little black and white pup out of the box and let Kevin feel it.  Its fur felt so 

 soft and warm Kevin wanted to hug it.  But then it began hiccuping and making squeaky  

 noises. “We’ll just put it back in the box,” said Gran, “and now we’d better leave Patsy in  

 peace.  You’ll have plenty of time to play with the pups when they’re a wee bit older….”
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Song

              Kenny the Kangaroo
             Ralph McTell
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 verse 2  One thing about all baby kangaroos, gar-oo, gar-oos

    Is every one’s a bouncing babe, their mums are bouncers too,

    And if you were ever to ask us what we really love to do,

    We’d say ‘Boing around all day all over Australia.’

 verse 3  Oh Australia is great if you’re a kangaroo, gar-oo, gar-oo,

    There’s lot of space around for you to boing and bounce right through,

    Koalas and the kookaburras all say ‘Howdy do’

    As you boing around all day all over Australia.

 words for discussion:- solid food; litter tray; a wild animal; pouch (a kangaroo’s); teat;  

 mammal.

After the programme

-   Any child in the class with a pet will be keen to talk about it (it is a good topic to encourage

    the child who is reluctant to speak out).

-   Talk about pets’ names.  Libby called her kitten Fluffy.  Why?  Think of other names for a 

    kitten based on appearance.

-   List names of baby animals e.g. horse - foal, lion - cub, pig- piglet etc.

-   Talk about caring for baby animals, either our own or how they are cared for in the wild.  

    The basic requirements are the same as for a human baby i.e. safety, food and drink, 

    warmth and comfort.

-   A project on baby farm animals. What do the various types need, what do they eat, 

    where are they housed? (who lives in a hutch, a stable, a fi eld, a byre etc).

-   Baby animals in the wild.  Where do they live, what do they eat, how is their food     

    provided e.g. birds, badgers, rabbits, elephants?

 -  Each child could choose a baby animal and make a home for it out of junk material.  What

    do they think about?  (Safety, comfort etc.)  Let each child talk a little about their 

    construction and what they had to consider.

-   Libby and Michael described a baby animal and the other had to guess what it was.  Do the 

    same in class.  Whoever guesses fi rst thinks of the next animal to describe.

-   Talk about the speed with which different animals grow i.e. a kitten doesn’t open its eyes

    for several days after birth, a foal or lamb walks immediately.

    NB A baby whale weighs about the same as 950 human babies!

-   Ask the children to talk or write about their ‘best ever surprise.’

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Science
 Animals and Plants: Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out

     about the variety of animal life both through 

     direct observations and by using secondary sources;

     fi nd out about animals and their young; fi nd out about

     some animals, including how they grow, feed, move and  

     use their senses.  
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 Investigating and Making: Pupils should have opportunities to participate in 

      practical activities and to: choose appropriate materials 

      and components when planning what to make; assemble

      and re-arrange materials; record observations in simple 

      form.

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should engage in talking and listening for a

      variety of purposes including: taking part in 

      conversations and discussions; telling stories and talking

      about events; expressing thoughts, feeling and opinions.

Cross Curricular Links
  

 

ART

- construct animal

habitats

ENGLISH

- discussion

- word banks

SCIENCE

- animals:

babies

varieties

habitats

Programme 3: Baby Animals


